
DEL MAR ANALYSIS
BY BRAD FREE
BEST BET: RACE 7, ROYAL BAR

FIRST RACE
Happy Thanksgiving, first post 11 a.m. Runner-up last out under similar conditions (N1X, mile and quarter turf), 
BOMBILATE is the horse to beat in this turf marathon. BOMBILATE improved each successive U.S. start, this mile 
and three-eighths distance should be within reach for the Kitten’s Joy filly. YOU’RE A GOAT encountered significant 
trouble finishing third last out in a restricted $32k claiming race. She steadied sharply at the eighth pole while trying 
to rally inside, lost momentum, then finished with run and galloped out in front. One could argue she was best. She 
gets a beneficial rider change to Flavien Prat, moves back up into the allowance ranks and looms a threat from the 
back of the pack. ANTONINA is the upset candidate. She merely ran around the course finishing seventh in her U.S. 
debut, which was her first start in 16 months. With a race under belt, she is likely to improve at a price.

SECOND RACE
LINE DRIVE drops from special-weight to maiden-50, the 2-year-old filly might be the speed of the field. This class 
move (MSW to maiden-claiming) is a high-percent category for trainer Doug O’Neill, 25 percent the past five years 
(37 for 150). Come and catch her. KRISSYS MANICURE also drops, from maiden-75. She has speed, and could tuck 
into a cozy trip second or third behind the top choice. If the pacesetter falters, ‘MANICURE would be among the first 
to attack. SAUCE ON SIDE is the late threat, shortening from a route and dropping from special-weight. CONDI is 
another dropper. She flashed speed and tired both starts in summer; she returns for a tag.

THIRD RACE
A RED TIE DAY has returned to form; the 7-year-old won a fast (1:33.25) turf mile two starts back against claiming 
company, followed by a neck loss in a stakes three weeks ago. He moves back to the allowance ranks while entered 
for the optional $62.5k claim tag, and would be tough to beat if he reproduces either of his two most recent starts. 
GIO’S CALLING ships from the Midwest, where his recent form might be better than it appears. He has been stuck 
for five starts at this N2X level, but had troubled trips several of those. This is his first start in California. TWEN-
TYTWENTYVISION is a back-class gelding dropping in for the optional claim tag.

FOURTH RACE
QUICK FINISH is worth gambling on in this Cal-bred maiden-50. He showed speed in morning workouts prior to 
his career debut in April, but stopped early and subsequently went to the sidelines. He was gelded since, drops in 
class, and should fire his best shot first start back. His last two works were slow, but he was not asked for run in 
either work (viewed on XBTV). All systems go, first start back. CATFISH HUNTER drops from open special-weight 
to state-bred maiden-claiming. His figures are among the highest in the field.; he is likely to be among the favorites. 
SEA’S JOURNEY makes his first start since February for a stable that does well with comebackers, while come-
backer THANKFUL EVERY DAY merits “hunch play” consideration on Thanksgiving.

FIFTH RACE
Promising 2-year-old maidens race one mile; debut runner-up PEACE gets the call over HE’S STYLISH and SHIVER-
METIMBERS. It is a close call. All three have a look. PEACE ran well first out. He was void of speed, raced greenly, 
maneuvered through traffic and finished with run. That was six furlongs, he benefits by the longer distance. His 
sharp works since raced include a bullet move at Del Mar eight days ago (1:11.60). HE’S STYLISH ran a winning 
race in his debut, but he hooked a potential beast (McKinzie). ‘STYLISH dueled inside through a strong pace, and 
did well to hold second while earning a figure (88 Beyer) that would have won most 2yo maiden races. A sibling to 
the fast sprint filly Sensitively, HE’S STYLISH might be the one to catch. Long gone? SHIVERMETIMBERS has two 
starts under his belt, compared to only one start by the top pair. SHIVERMETIMBERS finished third both starts, 
earned creditable figs both times, and should be comfortable chasing the slower tempo of this route race. All three 
above are qualified to win.

SIXTH RACE
A deep field entered this G3 turf marathon. The distance and surface are perfect for EVO CAMPO. She won both turf 
marathons (G3 in April, stakes in June 2016), and is likely to improve after a lackluster comeback on synthetic at 
Golden Gate. She broke the gate before the start, and basically misfired. Her trainer Paddy Gallagher has won with 
7 of his last 18 starters. Locally based EVO CAMPO faces qualified shippers including LOTTIE, a Group 3-placed 
filly proven at this mile and three-eighths distance. Trained by Graham Motion, she improved this year stretching to 
marathon distances; her style suits the closers-friendly course profile. The challenge for LOTTIE is the outside post 
with a short run to the turn. She was re-entered in the G2 Hollywood Turf Cup Friday. A decision on which race to run 
is forthcoming. RESPONSIBLEFORLOVE finished third last out in a G1, beaten less than a length. She won a similar 
turf marathon on this course during the summer meet. HOW UNUSUAL scored a sharp N2X last out and might be 
this good. GALILEO’S SONG, runner-up three straight in New York, is expected to scratch.

SEVENTH RACE
ROYAL BAR can be gone as the most probable winner on the card. He was claimed last out from a maiden-50 win 
that was better than the margin or time. He set/pressed a fast pace over a track that was inordinately slow, shook 
off his rivals (finished fourth and sixth), opened up and held by a neck. Better-than-looked, for sure. Claimed by 
John Sadler, drawn outside, the improving gelding can win with a front-running/pace-pressing trip. WARRIOR’S 
LULLABY could start favored based on the 82 Beyer he earned finishing second last out in a similar starter allow-
ance for 2-year-olds. Each start faster than the one before, the challenge for ‘LULLABY is reproducing his most 
recent effort in a race that is likely to unfold at a significantly faster pace. NEIGHBORHOOD BULLY finished in the 
money twice recently against similar, he won a maiden race on this track in summer. He will roll late. ROYAL TRUMP 
is quick, and will keep the top choice company. ‘TRUMP defeated the top choice two starts back.

EIGHTH RACE
The promising third-place debut by ACHIRA stamps her the one to beat in her second start. Racing a mile on turf 
in her debut, she ran faster each successive quarter-mile (24.26, 23.87, 23.72 and 23.18). The style matches the 
closers-friendly profile of the Del Mar turf course. With a race under her belt, the John Shirreffs trainee looks tough 
to beat. CHALKY is a maiden making her U.S. debut for a trainer that does well with this type. Phil D’Amato has 
two wins and three seconds from seven maiden imports. CHALKY finished in the money all three starts this sum-
mer in England (broke slow twice). LORI’S ATTITUDE will be loose on the lead in the first route of her career. The 
eight-start maiden is the speed of the field, and could get brave although this course does not favor her style. Win 
or lose, she is the one to catch. HALO AHEAD, another eight-start maiden, lost three straight as the favorite against 
state-breds. Up in class to open company, she could get a good trip positioned second behind the pace. If and when 
LORI’S ATTITUDE falters, HALO AHEAD could get first run.


